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The dimension of a partially ordered set P is the smallest integer n (if it exists) such that the 
partial order on P is the intersection of n linear orders. It is shown that if L is a lattice of 
dimension two containing a sublattice isomorphic to the modular Iatiice Mz,+,, then every 
generating set of L has at least n + 2 elements. A consequence is that every finitely generated 
lattice of dimension two and with no infinite chains is finite. 
The dimension of a partially ardered set P is the smallest integer n (if it exists) 
such that the partial order on P is the intersection of n linear orders. In this paper 
we shall prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. Every 
&ins is finite. 
finitely generated lattice of dimension two and with no infinite 
Acfuaily, this will be an immediate corollary of 8 stronger theorem, Let M,, 
denote the lattice of length two with n atoms, n c W, 
Theorem 2, Let L Be tl lattict! of dimc;gsion two containing a sublattice isomorphic 
to NH+19 n 2 1. 9 den every generating set of L contains at feast n + 2 elentents, 
1. Mot hat ion 
We shall rrffcmpf to mofivafc Theorem 1 at once, by showing that none of ifs 
hypsfhe8ae can be dropped, 
Firf3f, MU, (fhe lattice of length fwo with 8 caunfahly infinife numker of atoms) is 
a well-known example of an infinife laffice of finite lengtk rend imension two fhat 
is not finitely generefed, On the other hand, fhe lattice of Fig, 1 [H] is three- 
generafad (by II, b, aud c) and has dimension two, huf contains ;zn infinife chain, 
The linear orders demansfrrrfing thaf fhase iaffices have dimension two arc not 
hard to find, 
WC MXV describe a lattice, supplied by B. Walk, which iilusfrafc~ that “dimen- 
sion two” can not be dropped from the hypothesis of the theorem. Let F he the 
infinite fence af Fig, 2, and let L, = F’U (a, b, c, d, 0, I), where a, 6, c, d are 
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Fig. 1. 
elements satisfying a < y,,_ 19 b < Y2”, c > qn__l, and d =, x2,, for 4: n ( o, and 0 
a~?d 1 are the usual universal bounds. Then L is a lattice which is five-generated 
(by a, b, c, d, and x,) and has length three, but has dimension greater than two; 
for instance L contains a sublattice isomorphic to the eight-element Boolean 
lattice 2”, which is well-known to have dimension three. On the other hand, the 
dimension of f.. is at most four, since the partial order on L is the intersection of 
the following four linear orders: 
< ,: abx,x2y,x3y2x4y3 l l l cd, 
d2: abe -0 x4Y4x3Y3x2Y2xl wd, 
i. 3: X1X3X5X7 . l l CX2X4X6X8 l l 
l day,y,y,y7 l '* bY,YLtY6Yf4 l "7 
(here. each ordering should be read as increasing from left to right; for example, 
a(,~<,x,<,x,<,y,<,... ). It tums out that the dimension of L equals four, 
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although we shall not prove that here. Hence, we have the natural question: what 
happens if, in Theorem 1, “dimension two” is replaced by “dimension three”? 
2. Preliminaries 
It has been observed in [l] (from results of R. Dushnik and E.M. Miller [3] and 
J. Zilber [2, p. 32, ex. 7(c)]) that the class of all finite lattices of dimension at most 
two is precisely the class of all (finite) planar lattices, that is, lattices tha.t can be 
drawn on the plane without crossings. One of the most useful tools in the study of 
planar lattices (cf. [6,7]) has been the strict partial order A which, for a particular 
planar embedding of a planar lattice, mathematically expresses the intuitive idea 
of one element being “to the left of” another. Here, we need not refer to 
planarity (nor can we conveniently, for an arbitrary lattice of dimension two); 
instead we shall give an equivalent definition of A based on the definition of 
dimension. 
Let L be a lattice of dimension two, and let < , and + be two linear orderings 
of the elements of L whose intersection is the partial order on L. (In particular 
then, x < y in I_, if and only if x -C 1 _. ~1 and x + y.) Define a binary relation A on L 
by: x A y iff x c= 1 y and y <2 X. We nlso adopt the notation x A* y to stand for the 
negation of x A y. The following prilperties of A are readily proved. 
Lemma 1. (i) A is a strict partial order on L. 
(ii) For each x, y E L, exactly one of thz following holds: x = y. x < y, y c x, x A y, 
yh x. 
(iii) IfxAyandycz, thenxAzorx<z;ifxAyandx<z,thenzAyorz>y; 
and dually. 
(iv) If x A y A z, then x A z < y C x v z. 
(v) If xhy and y<z, then zh*xvy; if xhy and x<z, then xvyh*z; and 
dually. 
(vi) If xhy and xvyhz, then xvyvz=xvz and xAz; if xhy and zhxvy, 
then xv y v z = y v z and z A y; and dually. 
TO ‘more easily understand (iii).-(vi), the reader is urged to view them as 
properties of planar lattices, with A meaning “to the left of”. With this interpreta- 
tion, (i) is due to J. Zilber and is pr Bved in Kelly and Rival [6], as is (ii); (iii) and 
(iv) can be found in Rival and Sands [7]. 
Next, we wish to observe that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. This follows 
immediately from a special case of a theorem of T.P. Whaley [9]: 
Lemma 2. Every infinite lattice contains either an infinite chain or a sublattice 
isomorphic to M,. 
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A proof of this lemma also appears in a paper of J. Ginsburg and the author [4]. 
WC conclude this section with a summary of some results, similar in form to 
Theorem 1, which have been established for the variety of modular lattices. 
(R. Wille [ 101) Every finitely generated modular lattice of dimension two is finite. 
(R. Wille [I I]) Every finitely generated modular lattice of finite width is finite. 
(C. Herrmann [5]) Every finitely generated modular lattice of finite length and 
kread2h two is finite. 
3. The proof of Theorem 2 
Let(u,a,,a,,a,,...,a2,+,,v}~LLesuchthataivai=uandainai=ufora1l 
ifj. and let a, Aa+-Aa,,,,. 
The plan of the proof is quite straightforward. We wish to construct n +2 
nonempty, pairwise disjoint subsets of L, such that the deletion of each one from 
L leaves a sublattice of L. It then follows that every generijting set of L must 
contain at least one element from each subset, and hence every generating set of L 
has at least n + 2 elements. We begin by defining two subsets, A, and A,, that are 
to occupy respectively the left and the right sides of L. 
!a AA.,, = {a ,). and inductively define 
A,.,={xEL)3yEL with xhy andeither xvy or XAyEA,i_1). . 
Set A, = U r_,, A, im Then it follows at once that L - A, is a sublattice of L. TO see 
this. let x. y E L - A, with x A y, and suppose, for example, that x v y E A,. Then 
x v y E A,_, for some i, whence x E Ah,i+ ,, a contradiction. 
We now prove the following: 
Claim. (i) If x CA, then a, A* x; 
(ii) if xEA, with x<a, then 3yE.L such that xhy and xvy=al; and 
(iii) if x E A, with x > a, then 3y E L such that x A y and XA y = al. 
tf x E A, we may define thz rank of x 80 be the least integer k such that x E Ah,k. 
Observing that the claim is true when x = a,, we proceed to prove it by induction 
on the rank of x. Let x E AA,k, and suppose the claim is true for all elements of A, 
of rank less than k. Without loss of generality, there exists y E L such that x A y 
and ~vy~A~.~-,. Suppose first that a, A x. From Lemma 1 (iii), either a, Ax v y 
or al c x v y; by the induction hypothesis, al < x v y, and there must exist w E L 
such that xvyhw and (xvy)~w= al, ,which is impossible by Lemma 1 (v). Thus 
(i) foliows. Next suppose x < a,. Then x v y A a, is impossible by Lemma 1 (v), 
and u A x w y contradicts the induction hypothesis. If x v y > a,, by the induction 
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hypothesis there exists w E L such that x v y A w and (xv y)~ w = a,. But by 
Lemma 1 (iii) we must have al A yl which is impossible by Lemma 1 (v). Therefore, 
by Lemma 1 (ii) we may assume x v y c aI. Then, by the indurtion hypothesis 
there exists w E L such that x v y A w and (X v y) v w = a,, and by Lemma 1 (vi) we 
have al=xvyvw= xv w, as desired. Thus (ii) is established. Finally, suppose 
~>a,. Then xvy>a,, and by the induction hypothesis there exists w E L such 
that xv y A w and (xv y)~ w = a,. Hence XA w = al, and the claim is proved. (In 
what follows, we will need only part (i), but to prove (i) it was found necessary to 
include (ii) and (iii) in the claim.) 
Similarly, we set Apqo = {u~~+~}, inductively define 
A,,i={xELI3yEL with Y,\X andeither #vy or XAyEA,i_,), . . 
and set A, = UTzO A, i. Then by symmetry we have that L - A, is a sublattice of 
L, and that for all xi A,, xA* azn+,. 
Now we proceed to the major part of the construction. For each k 
(19% l l -, n}, set AyO = {a,,}, and inductively define 
and 
AE2j+ 1 ={xEL 13y~I_, with XA y and XAyEAY2j) . 
Ay,j=(xEL 13y~L with yhx arrd XvyEAF,j_,}. 
Set A: = IJ ~I~~ Arj. Dually, set . Ai (I = {a,,}, inductively define 9 
and 
Af,2j+ I ={xEL 13y~L with xhy and xvyEAf,zj} 
Ai,zj= {X E L I3y E L with y A x and x ,\ y E Af,*j_,}, 
and set AI= Uyz(I Af j. Finally, let Ai = ArU Af. 9 
The reader may be wondering what is going on. Observe that, for each i, Ai 
contains azi; roughly speaking, our aim is to prevent Ai from wandering too far 
from Uzim Part (i) of the next claim indicates that we have succeeded. 
Claim. (i) For all x E Ai, azi-1 A x A Uzi+l; 
(ii) for all XEA~, U2i_lVX=U and XAU2i+l=U; and 
(iii) for a11 XEAI, 02i_IAX=U and XVU2i+1=U. 
As before, if x E A: we define the rank of x to be the least integer k such that 
=A:kr and similarly for x E Af. Observing that the claim is true when x = U,i, we 
again proceed by induction on the rank of x. Without loss of generality, let 
n: E A:,, and suppose that the claim is true for all elements of Ai of rank less than 
k. 
We first consider the case k = 2j for some j. Then there exists y E L such that 
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yh x and XvyE Ayzi .I* By the induction hypothesis, 
(XV y) = o, and (xv y)rr azi+ l = u, and from Lemma 1 
a2, ,vxvy=ls and azi-, A x. By Lemma t (iii), either 
a2i-l AxVYAa2i+b a2i-lv 
(vi) we get that a2,_l v x = 
XA a2r+l or x <aazr+,; but if 
a,,,! then x~!xvy)Aa2,+1 = M < a2,_ lr a contradiction, and hence x A a2r+ II 
~mrn Lemma 1 (iv), X>azr ,Aa21+1=U=(xvy)Aa21+I, and SO xAa21+1=u, 85 
desired. 
WC no% iet k = 2i-t- 1 for some j, Then there exists y E b. such that x A y and 
XAYE A;12,, By the induction hypothesis, a21_1 Ax~yha~,+t, a2r_r~(XAyb=u, 
iitld tXA yha,,,, f=: u. By argufl;dnts imilar to the above we can prove that 
XA+,, I = II, that a2, I A x A a%,, lq and finally that a2r _ I v x = u, completing the 
proof of the claim, 
WC now have that for all x c AA, cl I A * x, for all x E A,.,, x A* a%,, + I 1 and for all 
x E A,, (I?, I A x A a2,, 1. Therefore the subsets AA, A,,, and A,, I G i s n, are 
ptriwvi~ disjoint. AM, !hcy are nonempty, since a I E Ah, a2,, + I E A,,, and uzr E A, 
for I s j cu 11, 
it only remains to prow that I, - A, is a sublattice of b, for each i. Let 
x, y c I4 M A, with x A y, and consider x v y. Observe first that if x v y E A $,- I for 
wmc \. then by construction y F Ai%, and so y E A,. contrary to hypothesis. 
Similarly. if x v y E A:,?, for some 1 then x E A&,+ l. a contradiction, Suppose that 
XV y E A:(,, for some j, Then, by definition, there exists w E L such that w A xv y 
and w v(x v y)~ A:;, 1. But by Lemma 1 (vi) wvxvy= wvy and WAY, and so 
y E A :I?,. a contradiction. Similarly, if x v y E AI,,,, 1 for some j there exists w E I, 
such that xvyA w and (xvy)vw~A~,~,; but by Lemma I (vi) xvyvw=xvw 
and x A w, and therefore x E A1,2, + I, again a contradiction. Thus xv yp! Ai, and so 
I, - A, is closed under joins. Dually, L - Ai is closed under meets, and hence is a 
sublatticc of L. The theorem now follows. Cl 
Conjecture. Let L be a lattice of dimension two containing a sublattice isomor- 
phic to Mne Then every generating set of f. contains at least n elements. 
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